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Quantum Theories without Observers
(QTWO):
Bohmian Mechanics
GRW
Decoherent Histories (?)
Many Worlds (?)

On the notion of
primitive ontology
Valia Allori
Urbino, July 5-9, 2004

Some reflections starting from
the work of Duerr, Goldstein and Zanghì

What is a QTWO?

What are the general traits of a formulation of quantum
mechanics that is not based on such vague and imprecise
notions as measurement or observer ?



Towards a relativistic theory: what is that needs to be
made relativistic?
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The Necessity of a Clear Ontology
Main Points:

In a FPT (Fundamental Physical Theory) it must be clear

what the theory is about

The necessity of a clear ontology
The notion of primitive ontology

What are the entities that are out there in the world
and their mathematical representation?
If we do not specify the ontology, the theory is only

The common structure of the QTWO

empty mathematics
Mathematics
Points, functions,functionals,
operators,
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The Necessity of a Clear Ontology







physical
entity
particles
fields
strings
membranes

mathematical
physical
object
theory
x
CM
F(x)
CED
1-dimensional objects string Theory
2-dimensional objects
M-theory

Physics
Particles, fields, strings,
membranes

The notion of Primitive Ontology (PO)

In Classical Mechanics (CM):
Other mathematical entities (in addition to x) enter into the
theory:
Momentum
Angular momentum
Energy
Force

However, all properties of the system are determined once
the history of the position of the particles
X=X(t) is fixed

The Position is primitive: Z=F(Xt)
Any property (micro-macro) is determined by the history of the
position of particles
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The notion of Primitive Ontology (PO)

Therefore, in Classical Mechanics (CM) the evolution of the
configuration of the atoms

Q=(R1,

,RN)

gives us the image of the world.
The primitive ontology of CM is given by the atoms described
by their positions in space

Any property of the world can be read off from
the positions of atoms that evolve in time
(complete reductionism wrt to PO)

What do we mean with that?
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The notion of Primitive Ontology (PO)

Newtonian Mechanics is about point particles:
x= point in R3=position of (massive) particles
The behavior of all physical bodies are supposed to be
satisfactorily described by the motion of atoms:
Gases, Fluids, Solids;Macro and Micro
For example:
certain behavior of extended bodies can be accounted for only
considering the motion of their center of mass under the action
of definite forces (mechanics);
the behavior of gases and fluids are accounted for considering
them as composed by non-interacting identical particles that
collide the one with the other (statistical mechanics);
and so on
In general, the PO is what fundamentally exists according
to the fundamental physical theory
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The dynamics of the PO
It is not sufficient, to define a FPT, to specify only what is the
PO: we also need to specify how it behaves:

What is the law of motion of the PO?
The variables describing the PO mathematically must be divided
from the other auxiliary variables that allow for the
implementation of a dynamical law for the primitive variables

FPT= (what there is) & (how it behaves)
(Primitive)

&

(nomological)

variables
In CM: the momentum is what closes the dynamics for the
dp
dq
position of atoms
= −∇V (q)
m
=p

dt

dt
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Copenhagen Interpretation

No Clear Ontology for OQM
All the problems of OQM (Orthodox Quantum Mechanics)
arise from the fact that

it is not clear what quantum mechanics is about:
About
About
About
About

the wave function?
the observer?
atoms, molecules, electrons ?
the results of measurements?

classical variables
(pointer orientations,
planets, apples, spots on
screen, ink spots on paper,
etc.)



has a role in the behavior of macroscopic objects
(measurement instruments) during quantum measurements:
it governs the statistics of the results
the operator

(some more satisfactory than others:
Some less and others not at all )

Z of measurements of

A = ∑ λα ψ α ψ α
α

Depending on the answer to this question we have

different formulations of QM

( Z ,ψ )

wave function

ψ = ∑ cα ψ α

Pr ( Z = λα ) =| cα | 2

α

Primitive ontology=macroscopic ontology
(classical physics is a priori)
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Apples made of atoms or

Atoms made of apples?!
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PO and Symmetries
What about relativistic QTWO?
In order to answer this question it is necessary to make
a choice of the PO:

Relativistic invariance is a property of the
laws which govern the dynamics of the PO
Different PO may lead to different symmetries
Example:
GRW with flashes might be relativistic invariant (Rodi)
GRW with mass density might NOT be relativstic
invariant
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State vs Primitive Ontology

The notion of PO is different from the ( physically much less
relevant) notion of state:
Primitive+Nomological variables= state of the system:
what gives a complete dynamical description of the world to any
time instant assumed conventionally as the initial one.

Classical Mechanics:
Primitive Ontology:
the theory is about the
trajectories of
`material points: the
basic kinds of entities
that are to be the
building blocks of
everything else (celestial
and terrestrial bodies)

Q

State:
point in phase space
(the role of
Hamiltonian dynamics
in phase space is to
govern the
trajectories of
material points in
physical space-time)

( Q, P )
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The roles of the PO
EXPLANATORY

Ingredients for a physical explanation (Einstein):
Space-time
Decorations of spacetime: Geometrical entities

METAPHYSICAL

Explanation of the
experimental facts in terms
of the PO

Telling a story about the
design of the universe

PHYSICAL

In clarifying the Symmetry
properties of physical
theories

end

(universal wordlines,
universal string tubes, local
fields, etc.) that, together
with the purely geometrical
fields that define the
narture of space-time
(metric tensor and
connection) allow for a
complete mathematical
description of physical
reality

What is real is a
web of paths in
space-time

Mathematical variables present in a FPT:

V = P + (A + N) + D + NP
P: those variables that directly describe the PO (primitive
ontology):what fundamentally the theory talks about. Example:
positions of atoms in CM
A: those variables that directly describe the AO (auxiliary
ontology). Example: Electromagnetic fields in Classical ED
N: those variables that directly describe the NO (nomological
ontology): what determines the dynamics for the PO. Example:
momentum in CM,the wf in BM.
D: derivative variables, functions of P, A, N (all the
properties). Example: Energy in CM
NP: Not Physical. Example: Operators as observables in OQM.

Invariance under space-time symmetries:
Bell has shown that the flashes in GRW have a certain relative
time translation invariance and the the theory becomes
as Lorentz invariant as it could be in the nonrelativistic
version.
What is the primitive ontology for relativistic GRW?
the density of mass

?

Do we need extra structure to achieve
serious Lorentz invariance?

